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Hanging a door depends on tHe proper 

installation of tHe door frame. Door frames 

consist of three primary parts: the strike jamb, the 

hinge jamb, and the header. The strike jamb has 

the strike and deadbolt preparation formed into it. 

The hinge jamb is prepared to accept the hinges, 

and the header is formed to fit to the jambs. The 

door stop is formed into the jamb at the factory 

and, if weather stripping is to be installed, a 

pocket, called a kerf, can be formed into the jamb 

to accept the weather stripping. The metal frames 

are then shipped, ready for installation and few, 

if any, modifications are made on the job site.

Building codes require fire door assemblies in 

commercial buildings such as offices, industrial 

facilities, hospitals, and schools, and a steel frame 

with a fire door is a good way to meet these 

requirements. Fire-rated openings are made 

up of a frame, door and hardware. Frames are 

usually rated from 20 minutes to 3 hours with the 

fire rating the total opening determined by the 

lowest rated component. For example, using a 20-

minute-rated door with a 90-minute-rated frame 

and hardware results in a rating of 20 minutes. 

The fire rating is embossed on the hinge jamb. 

Metal frames come in a variety of designs. 

Most are made in an unequal rabbet style with 

the frame being formed so that either a 1 ¾ or 

1 ⅜ door can be prepped into the frame. They 

also are available in equal rabbet frames so that 

two doors of the same size can be hung into the 

frame. Equal rabbet frames are usually used 

between two hotel rooms. They can also be made 

in single rabbet frames, which are generally 

used when the designer wants a no stop look. 
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History	of	Steel	Frames:

Over the last 100 years there have been a lot of 
changes in steel frames. They started as flat metal 
welded into the wall with stops welded onto them. Most 
of the time the hinges were surface applied to the frame.

Press-broke hollow metal frames were the next type of 
steel frame to be developed. At the end of World War II 
contractors started using drywall. Using slip in anchors, 
hollow metal frames where adapted to this new type of wall

With the advent of drywall construction a new type 
of steel frame was developed—“Prefinished Steel 
Door Frames.” These frames were designed to be 
installed over the drywall at the end of the project.

HOllOW	MEtAl	FRAMES	

Hollow Metal or HM frames are usually made from 
16-gauge steel, with 14- and 18-gauge available. If the 
frame is assembled by the distributor, it is referred to 
as a welded door frame. Welded frames are delivered 
to the jobsite for installation during wall construc-
tion without the doors. If the frame is assembled at 
the job site or installed during wall construction, 
it is referred to as a knockdown door frame or KD 
frame. One type drywall HM frame can be installed 
after the sheetrock is in place using compression 
anchors. Hollow metal frames are field painted.

PREFiniSHED	StEEl	DOOR	FRAMES

Prefinished frames are usually made from 20-
gauge steel with 18-gauge available. The frame is 
cleaned, primed and painted with a finish coat by 
the manufacturer and assembled at the job site.

ADvAntAgES	OF	PREFiniSHED	StEEl	DOOR	FRAMES

Prefinished frames are not Hollow Metal Frames. 
Installing a prefinished frame during the finish phase 
of the project reduces the possibility of damage to the 
door unit. Frames, doors and hardware can be shipped 
to the project later, allowing more time to coordinate 
each item so fewer mistakes are made in preparations. 
Prefinished steel door frames come in both standard 
and adjustable profiles and are available with a kerf, 
for the installation of weather stripping. Prefinished 
steel door frames are available with any size sidelite, 
transom or borrowed lite unit. They are designed to 
be installed after a wall is built and all painting and 
other wall finishes are completed. Masking around the 

door frames is not necessary because both the frame 
and wall are finished. When using vinyl wall cover-
ings, the covering is cut to the rough opening and the 
frame is sleeved over the wall covering. No calking is 
required around the frame. Prefinished frames can be 
installed over floor coverings, eliminating the need 
to cut the flooring to fit around the frame. Doors and 
finish hardware are installed at the same time as the 
prefinished steel frame, rather than in separate stages 
like hollow metal frames. Doors can be pre-hung 
using an adjustable frame or hung while installing the 
frame. The door is used like a square frame template 
to help check the frame for plumb, square and twist. 

CASingS

Casings are used to conceal the screws that are used 
to install prefinished steel frames. There are three 
types of casings available from the manufacturer: 
Standard Steel, Colonial Steel, and Aluminum. Factory 
casings are snapped on to tabs on the frame. Wood 
trim can also be installed over prefinished steel door 
frames instead of the factory casings. To use wood 
trim, the prefinished steel door frame is ordered 
without tabs and casings to provide a flat surface for 
the trim. Fire ratings of prefinished frames are not 
affected by the use of different casings. For example 
a 90-minute-rated frame can use jobsite wood trim. 

When a prefinished 
frame is installed at the 
end of the project, there 
are a number of ways 
that savings are obtained. 

Casing 1: standard casing

Casing 2: aluminum casing

Casing 3: Colonial steel casing

1 2

3
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The largest savings is achieved by not having to field 
paint the frames. Field painting of frames costs at 
least $65.00 per opening. Because the installation of 
the frame, door and hardware is done at the end of 
the project, a number of man hours are saved. All the 
contractor has to do is leave the correct sized rough 
opening and all sheetrock work, plumbing, electrical, 
painting and wall coverings are completed before the 
prefinished frames, finished doors and finish hard-
ware are installed. Time savings are obtained by not 
having to get hollow metal frames to the job during 
wall construction. Painting of the wall is completed 
without masking around the frames. Sheetrock is cut 
to the rough opening not pushed behind the frame. 
Wall coverings are completed before frame installation, 
not cut around the frame, so calking around the frame 
is not required. This adds up to around $120.00 per 
installed opening savings over hollow metal frames.

Preparation	for	installation	of	Prefinished	Steel	Frames

Prefinished steel frames are shipped ready to 
install and modifications should not be attempted 
in the field. Both the components and the boxes 
in which they are shipped are marked to help 
with assembly and installation instructions are 
placed in each header box by the manufacturer. 

A few necessary steps must be completed before start-
ing the installation of prefinished steel door frames. 
First verify that all of the door opening components, 
frame, doors, hardware, and hardware reinforcements 
are on hand. The parts must be located and placed by 
the opening. Because the frame, door and hardware 
are all installed at the same time, any problems will 
be discovered while installing the first door, rather 
than after several frames have been installed. 

The rough openings for Prefinished Steel Door 
frames are different than other types of frames. For 
single and paired door frames, it is 1 ¼" in width 
over door size and 1" in height from finish floor over 
door height. For side lite frames it is 1 ¼" plus door, 
plus glass size and 2" for each mullion in width 
and 1" in height. For borrowed lite windows it is 1 
¼" plus glass and mullions in width and height.

Measure the wall to make sure the frames are the 
correct size. The width of the frame should be exactly 
the same as the finished wall thickness or up to 1/8" 
wider. If the frame is smaller than the wall, install-
ing it over the wall will cause the frame to spread. 
This will change the shape of the frame, affecting 
the swing of the door and preventing it from clos-
ing properly. For example if the wall is designed 
to be 4 ⅞" you should order a 4 ⅞" or 5" frame.

Frame components should be secured with drywall 
screws. Finish screws are used to install the frame 
only when job site wood trim is to be used.

Reinforcements for hardware are required for 
prefinished steel door frames. They are metal formed 
to fit into the backside of the prefinished steel door 
frame and are used behind parallel arm door closers, 
rim exit devices, overhead door holders, and any other 
type of hardware that will attach to the frame. Check 
with the manufacturer to see where reinforcements 
are required and install them as needed. If they were 
not provided with the prefinished steel door frame, 
they must be obtained before the frames are installed. 
If hardware reinforcements are not installed before 
beginning installation of the frame, the screws holding 
the finish hardware will come loose and damage the 
frame. If it is a fire rated frame and the reinforcements 
are not used, the fire rating of the frame is voided. 

parts 1 parallel arm closer reinforcement

ppf 1 frame parts



Preassembled. Prefi nished. Precise. 

It’s almost too easy.
Ready, Set, Install.

 CECO  I  CORBIN RUSSWIN  I  CURRIES  I  GRAHAM  I  McKINNEY  I  NORTON  I  RIXSON  |  SARGENT  I  SECURITRON  I  YALE       
ReadySet is a premier turnkey solution to doorway installation from ASSA ABLOY Group brands: The global leader in

door opening solutions

Ready in 10 minutes!Add trim of 2-piece patent-pending frame.Set assembly in opening.Preassembled opening arrives.

ReadySet® fully-assembled 
doorways arrive ready for fi nal 
installation and immediate use. 
All components are preinstalled 
and tested prior to shipping, 
so there’s no coordinating of 
parts on site.

Ideal for repeatable doorways
in new or retrofi t applications, 
ReadySet openings can be 
installed in under 10 minutes, 
at the end of the project. 
ReadySet, it’s that easy!

To learn more, see a ReadySet demo 
at www.readysetsystem.com.
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Prefinished steel door frame components are a 
finished product and must be handled carefully 
to avoid scratching the paint or denting the frame. 
They must be installed at the finishing stage of the 
job to prevent damage from moving materials. 

installation	of	Standard	Prefinished	Door	Frames

tOOlS	REquiRED

o  Screws  
◗  Finished screws are used when job  

site wood trim is used
  ◗  Standard drywall screws are used 

on most installations.
o  Level 

◗ 2' and 6' magnetic
o Screw gun, usually cordless
o Small pry bar
o Casing removal tool
o Dolly for transport.
o Screwdriver
You will use the small pry bar and screwdriver 
to adjust the frame during installation. 
Never use a hammer during the installation of a 
prefinished steel door frames. Using a hammer 
will damage the frame. 

While installation of the frame usually requires 
only one person, the doors are too heavy and 
awkward to handle alone. Two or more installers 
should work together when handling and install-
ing the doors or when installing window units. This 
will help avoid injury and damage to the frames.

Sleeve the header and jambs onto the finished 
wall. Always hold the header in place when sleev-
ing the side jambs onto the wall. Frame pieces are 
sharp and if the header falls it may cause injury.

Center the frame 
in the rough opening 
allowing for dust 
boxes if applicable. 
Check the floor in 
the door opening to 
see if it is level. If it 
is out of level, note 
the high side and 
plan to compensate 
for the uneven floor 
during the installa-
tion of the frame.

Starting at the bottom of the hinge jamb on the door 
side, the hinge jamb is raised slightly, about ⅛" off of the 
floor and secured with one screw through the bottom 
screw hole. If the high side of the floor is at the other 
end of the opening the hinge jamb is raised until the 
header is level. The hinge jamb is plumbed and secured 
with screws at the top of the jamb and beside each 
hinge emboss for a total of five (5) screws in the jamb.

tools 100 required tools for installation

installation 201 Checking floor

installation 202 first screw installation

installation 200 sleeving  
frame onto wall



Wood Casing with
Timely Steel Frame.
Supply your own choice of
wood casings which can be
fastened to the basic steel
Timely frame. The casing 
sits flush against the wall,
eliminating the cost of 
special millwork required
with conventional hollow
metal frames. Installation
retains a full 90-minute
fire rating.

Timely will change your 
frame of mind. 

Timely Corporate Offices: 10241 Norris Ave., Pacoima, CA 91331-2292 /  818-492-3500 / 800-247-6242 / Fax 818-492-3530
Eastern Distribution Center: 9782 Interocean Drive, Cincinnati, OH 45246 / 513-682-9600 / 800-346-4395 / Fax 513-682-4102   

Georgia: 4713 Hammermill Road, Tucker, Georgia 30084 / 770-493-8811 / 800-445-8899 / Fax 770-491-1653 
Internet:  www.timelyframes.com /dhi

Timely is stronger, prefinished, less costly and meets all fire ratings..

PVC Colonial Casing 
with Timely Prefinished 
Steel Frame. The time-saving 
“snap-lock’ casing system for
Timely steel frames includes
this cellular casing which 
is available in six stocking 
colors, custom colors and
wood grain finishes. Miters
are screwed together for 
perfect corner fit. 
Casing: TA-35

In the highly competitive multi-family/condomini-
um business, no one understands better than the
people at Timely that quality is in the details. One
detail with quality written all over it is the Timely
prefinished steel door frame.

Timely's 20-gauge prefinished steel door frames are
stronger by design than 18-gauge hollow metal
frames or conventional wood frames. Tests prove it.
Timely's unique anchoring system makes the frame
itself as strong as the wall, attaining a door-holding
capability that equals or surpasses hollow metal
frames. A patented, sustained tension clip system
holds the casing securely to the wall, creating true,
tight miters.

The aesthetic needs of residential construction are
well served, too. Timely provides six stocking and 29   

custom prefinished polyester finishes, plus unlimited
custom color matching, to complement virtually any 
décor. Along with steel and aluminum casings,
Timely offers a tested and fire rated PVC colonial
casing. Wood casings, provided by others, offer the

beauty of wood with the value of steel. All 
Timely frame systems retain a full 90- 
minute positive pressure approved fire raing.

Timely prefinished door frame installations
reduce labor and material costs because one man can
complete the job within 15 minutes and job-site
painting is eliminated.

To this long list of advantages, we proudly add a
reminder: Timely prefinished steel door frames
enhance numerous residential projects throughout
the U.S.

POSITIVE
PRESSURE
APPROVED

58299_Timely ad  9/25/07  2:53 PM  Page 1
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After the hinge jamb is plumbed and secured, the 
hinges are installed on the door and the door is hung on 
the frame. All of the screws and screw holes must be used 
to hang the door on the frame. After the door is hung 
on the frame the door is closed. The door is used as the 
template to make sure the frame installation is square. 

The header and hinge jamb are aligned at the corner 
of the frame where they meet and the header is pulled 
down tightly onto the hinge jamb. The header is secured 
to the wall with screws inserted into the screw holes 
beside each casing tab starting at the hinge jamb side of 

the header and working across the header to the strike 
jamb. An even margin is maintained between the top of 
the door and the frame as the header is secured in place.

Using the small pry bar, the strike jamb is raised 
up so it fits tight to the header. The strike jamb is 
secured by inserting screws into the screw holes beside 
each casing tab beginning at the top of the jamb and 
working down. An even margin must be maintained 
between the frame and the door as the strike jamb is 
secured in place. After the strike jamb is installed, the 
remaining screws are installed on the hinge jamb. 

installation 204 Using small pry bar to raise strike jambinstallation 203 aligning header with jamb
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				nOtE:

A screw is required beside each casing tab to hold the 
casing tight to the wall and maintain the fire rating.

Verify that both the door and frame have been prepared 
for the required hardware and that the preparations are 
located correctly. Move to the other side of the opening.

After the door side is installed it may be necessary 
to remove hinge bind from the unit. If the door swings 
out of position on its own, it is hinge bound. To remove 
hinge bind, move the bottom of the other side of the 
hinge jamb in or out until the door stays closed on its 
own. After the hinge bind is removed, the hinge jamb is 
secured with a screw at the bottom. The header is pulled 
down tight and aligned to the hinge and strike jambs 
and the remaining screws are placed into the frame.

installation	of	Casing	

Before installing the casing, reinforcements for any 
hardware that will be fastened to the casing, such as a 
door guard or regular arm closers, must be installed. 
The reinforcements are installed directly on the frame. 

When drywall is finished, there is usually a tape 
joint at the top of the door opening. This tape causes 
an uneven spot in the drywall at the exact location 
of the 45° angle joint of the frame. Corner pieces are 
placed in the casing to compensate for the uneven 
drywall and keep the face of the casings flush.

Casing should be installed on the door side of the 
frame first. Visually center the header casing on the 
header. Hook it over the outside of the tabs on the frame 
and snap it onto one set of tabs. This holds the casing in 
place while the casing for the hinge jamb is slid on to the 
casing corner connector. The header and jamb  

 
casings are adjusted 
so that they meet 
at a 45° angle. The 
casing is hooked on 
the outside of the 
tabs and snapped 
on using a rolling 
motion. The process 
is repeated until 
all of the casings 
are installed.parts 2 regular arm closer reinforcement

installation 205 removing hinge bind

parts 3 Casing corner connectors

Casing install 300 installing header casing

Casing install 301 installing 
upright casing



THE STRENGTH OF STEEL.
THE BENEFITS OF POLYURETHANE.

HOW STRONG IS YOUR BOND?

REGIONAL SALES OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES:
ATLANTA • 6945 Oakridge Pkwy, Suite D & E, Austell, GA 30168 • (770) 944-1006 • FAX: (770) 944-0963

HOUSTON • 4660 Pine Timbers, Suite 126, Houston, TX 77041 • (713) 690-0435 • FAX: (713) 690-8241
MONROE • Highway 165 North, Monroe, LA 71211 • (318) 361-0796 • FAX: (318) 323-5068

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES, MANUFACTURING FACILITY AND CUSTOMER SERVICE
Hwy 165 North, Monroe, LA 71211  • (318) 361-0796 • FAX: (318) 323-5068

WWW.PREMIERPROD.COM

Looking for a solution for heavy
and extra heavy duty openings?

Our Series PS Doors are hot-
dipped galvanized steel with 
20 ga. minimum steel Z
stiffeners welded at 6” on 
center. Polyurethane foam
surrounds each stiffener and
penetrates all voids to
provide strength and a 
superior bond - core to skins.

So if your looking for a 
solid choice and a tough 
performer, make the move up
to the “Premier” line of metal
doors and frames.

Meets or exceeds these industry requirements:
American National Standard ANSI A250.8 (SDI-100) 

Level 2 - Model 1 & 2
Level 3 - Model 1 & 2

HMMA Div. of NAAMM HMMA 810
ASTM C518
Warnock Hersey Fire Rated

The right selection for your project:
Hot dipped galvanized steel faces coated with a metal prep zinc wash
primer, followed by a factory coat of baked on primer
18 and 16 gage designs available, seamless or exposed seam
“U”Factor = .079c - “R”Factor = 12.64c

TESTED
TOUGH

STRONG
CHOICE

See us at DHI 2004Booth # 577October 28 - 31San Antonio, TX
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installation	of	Adjustable	Prefinished	Door	Frames

Adjustable frames are split into two pieces. One 
piece slides over the other to adjust the width of 
the jamb. This adjustment allows it to be used over 
walls of different thickness. They are used when the 
exact thickness of a wall is unknown or when walls 
vary in thickness. There are two types of adjust-
able prefinished steel door frames—those with the 
doors pre-hung in the frames and those without. 

Adjustable frames are prepared as described 
earlier in this chapter. If the door in the adjustable 
frame is not pre-hung, the door sides and closures 
pieces are fitted together on the slide tracks and 
the frame is installed like a standard frame.

Pre-hung adjustable frames come with the door, butts, 
kerfed weatherstrip installed on the frame. The first step 
in installing this type of prefinished steel door frame is 
to remove the closure pieces, place the door side in the 
rough opening and center the door unit. Installation 
continues in the same way as for a standard prefinished 
steel door frame except that after the hinge jamb is 
installed, the closure pieces are slid on to the door 
side track system. The header is pulled down tightly 
to the side jambs and the remaining screws installed.

Prefinished	Steel	Window	Frames

Prefinished steel door frames may come with window 
units. A window unit is a frame ready to receive the 
glass. A side lite is a window unit attached to either 
side or both sides of a door frame. The side lite can be 
as tall as the door frame or shorter and may have one 
or more vertical or horizontal mullions. A mullion 
is a frame member separating the glass panels of a 
window or door system. Borrowed lites are window 
units used in interior walls. Transoms are window 
units installed above doors and can extend over the 
side lites. Like standard frames, prefinished steel 
door frame window units come ready to install. 

Window units that attach to the floor are installed 
with a floor channel which is a U-shaped piece of metal 
as wide as the wall is thick. The floor channel must be 
fastened securely to the floor because the side light sill is 
attached to the floor channel. When designing a window 
unit, six inch or eight inch sills are also available. 

Mullion brackets are required wherever two parts of 
the frame come together to form a “T”. They must be 

placed exactly where indicated in the manufacturer’s 
drawing. Any deviation from the drawings will 
result in improper alignment of the mullions.

Accessories	for	Prefinished	Steel	Window	Frames

Wide varieties of hinge preparations are avail-
able to use with prefinished steel door frames. 
Ranging from 3 ½ light weight to 5" heavy weight.

Strike preparations are a 2 ¾" adjustable strike with 
⅛" adjustability. They are standard and are shipped 
with the frames. An ASA strike preparation is the most 
common preparation used with prefinished frames 
it is designed with a 1/16" of adjustability. Both of the 
strike preps allow the installer to eliminate door rattle.

Deadbolt strike preparations are also available. 

items	not	Available

o  Overhead concealed closers can not be used.  
They require a special preparation in the header. 

o  Double egress frames.
o  Hospital stops are a special preparation at the  

bottom of the jambs.
o  Round frames.
o  Pivots are not required on Prefinished Steel 

Frames. Prefinished Steel Frames have been tested 
to hold up to a 500 lb door on butt hinges.

o  Three hour fire wall (masonry)

Closing	items

An architect designs a building based on the 
requirements and budget of the owner. On most 
projects, after the contractor is picked they will offer 
so-called value engineering “suggestions.” The word 
“value” does not mean take away, because in reality 

mullion 400 mullion and bracket
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these suggestions devalue the project. Remember 
when an item is changed on the project to remove 
cost, it is replaced with a lesser quality item.

Prefinished frames add a true value. They are 
stronger in drywall construction than any other 
types of frames. The factory painting can not be 
duplicated in the field. Prefinished frames save time 
and labor on the jobsite. Installing the prefinished 
frames, finish doors and hardware at the same time 
makes for an easer installation and saves time. 
Whether it is an office, hotel, school, apartment, or 
assisted living facility, using prefinished steel frames 
is the best option in drywall construction.  

This article is protected by US and International copyright laws. 
Reproduction, distribution, display and use of the article without 
written permission of the Dunbarton Corp. is prohibited.

Completed 1000 is a finish installed 
standard frame with door

FEMA Series 
Storm Doors
Are you ready?

Our FEMA 320 Residential Shelter Doors & 
FEMA 361 Community Storm Shelter Doors
are all the protection you need.

111 Merchant Street
San Antonio, Tx 78204
800.825.8271
www.deansteel.com
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